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SPARQL has been adopted as query language for the Semantic Web. RDF and OWL have also been
established as vocabularies to describe ontologies in this setting. While RDF/OWL/SPARQL have
been designed for querying crisp (i.e., non-fuzzy) information, some contexts require to manage
uncertainty, vagueness and imprecise knowledge. In this paper we propose a SPARQL extension,
called FSA-SPARQL (Fuzzy Sets and Aggregators based SPARQL) in which queries can involve
different fuzzy connectives and (aggregation) operators. The language has been implemented as an
extension of the ARQ Jena SPARQL engine and it is equipped with a Web tool from which queries
can be executed on-line.
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Introduction

The Semantic Web has adopted SPARQL [20, 22] as query language. RDF (and OWL) querying is a
key element in the Semantic Web era, where many data resources are available from the Web (for instance, DBpedia1 , YAGO2 and Open Street Map3 ). The Linked Data initiative4 arises in this context
to describe a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web using URIs and RDF. A considerable number of SPARQL
endpoints5 are publicly reachable, and applications access Web data thanks to SPARQL mechanisms.
Implementations of SPARQL6 have been carried out by several institutions and vendors.
SPARQL has as main component triple patterns subject-property-object which makes possible to
match RDF triples, and variables occurring in triple patterns are then filtered by Boolean conditions.
The FILTER statement of SPARQL is used to express Boolean conditions on these variables. Ontologies
(in RDF and OWL vocabularies) represent the knowledge about a certain topic of interest, and queries
on ontologies aim to retrieve certain elements of the ontology. While RDF/OWL/SPARQL have been
designed for querying crisp information, some contexts require to deal with uncertainty, vagueness and
imprecise knowledge [25]. Fuzzy systems [1, 19] offer a richer mechanism for knowledge representation
and many areas need to handle fuzzy components.
We can distinguish three lines of research in this context. Firstly, extensions of RDF and OWL
vocabularies to cover with fuzziness (see [25, 17] for surveys). The most prominent contributions are
[10, 24, 11]. OWL 2 [13] and Description Logic (DL) [6] have been extended to express fuzzy (concept
membership, role fulfilling, subconcept and subrole, among others) relationships in [10] and [24]. In [11]
1 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/

2 http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-naga/
yago/
3 http://owl.openstreetmap.org/
4 http://linkeddata.org/
5 https://www.w3.org/wiki/SparqlEndpoints
6 https://www.w3.org/wiki/SparqlImplementations
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aggregation operators have also been integrated in OWL and DL. Secondly, fuzzy DL reasoners. The
most relevant fuzzy reasoners are fuzzyDL [9], DeLorean [8] and Fire [23]. And finally, querying of fuzzy
ontologies with SPARQL extensions [12, 26, 16, 23, 7].
Here, we focus on a SPARQL extension to cover with fuzziness. SPARQL fuzzy extensions (see [21]
for a survey) are mainly represented by f-SPARQL [12, 26, 16]. In f-SPARQL fuzzy terms (for instance,
RECENT, HIGH and VERY), and fuzzy operators (for instance, CLOSE TO and AT LEAST) might appear
in FILTER conditions to relax SPARQL queries. Fuzzy predicates are based on trapezoidal membership
relations. RDF data can contain in f-SPARQL fuzzy values in the form of real numbers of the [0,1]
interval for some data property. Weighted mean is used to combine partial scores and the weights are
specified by the WITH statement in FILTER conditions. For instance, the following query:
SELECT ?Movie ?Actor ?Date ?Rating
WHERE {
?Actor movie:actor-name "George Clooney".
?Movie movie:actor ? Actor .
?Movie dc:date ? Date .
?Movie dc:rate ? Rating .
FILTER (?Date = recent) WITH 0.8.
(?Rating = high) WITH 0.2.
}

retrieves the recent (importance 0.2) movies featuring George Clooney with a high rating (importance
0.8). Top-k solutions can be reported in f-SPARQL. f-SPARQL queries are translated into Boolean
SPARQL queries, which can be executed by any SPARQL interpreter.
On the other hand, the FSAQL query language has been proposed in [7], which resembles SPARQL
and it is able to query fuzzy values assigned to RDF statements. Additionally, the authors of [23] propose a SPARQL-based encoding of conjunctive queries expressed in fuzzy DL. Top-k [18] and skyline
queries [14] have also been studied in extensions of SPARQL. Finally, the PrefSPARQL extension of
SPARQL proposed in [14] introduces user preferences in the FILTER clause with the PREFERRING
and PRIOR TO clauses as well as with the introduction of HIGHEST, LOWEST, IF-THEN-ELSE, BETWEEN, AROUND, MORE THAN and LESS THAN operators.
In this paper we propose a SPARQL extension, called FSA-SPARQL (Fuzzy Sets and Aggregators
based SPARQL) in which queries can involve different fuzzy (Product, Łukasiewicz and Gödel) connectives, fuzzy operators VERY, MORE_OR_LESS, CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST, as well as
fuzzy aggregation operators also called aggregators: MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX. FSA-SPARQL
works on fuzzy RDF data, handling fuzzy concept membership, fuzzy role fulfilling, fuzzy subconcept
and fuzzy subrole relationships. Thus, FSA-SPARQL is a fuzzy query language on fuzzy data. FSASPARQL queries are translated into crisp (that is, standard or non-fuzzy) SPARQL queries, and thus
FSA-SPARQL queries can be executed by any SPARQL interpreter. Additionally, FSA-SPARQL enables also to specify a threshold on queries.
FSA-SPARQL amalgamates the proposed f-SPARQL [12] operators (i.e., VERY, MORE_OR_LESS,
CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST) together with the fuzzy OWL 2 aggregation operators [11] (i.e.,
MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX). FSA-SPARQL is inspired by our previous works on XPath/XQuery
and the fuzzy (multi-adjoint) logic programming language MALP [3, 2, 5, 4]. While in the case of XPath
(and XQuery) the goal was to incorporate fuzzy logic connectives and aggregators into both languages
in order to work with XML data, here our proposal aims to represent data and queries by RDF and
SPARQL, respectively.
The differences with regard to f-SPARQL [12] is that here we deal with fuzzy concept membership,
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fuzzy role fulfilling, fuzzy subconcept and fuzzy subrole relationships. For instance, we can now express
that George Clooney is an actor with a degree of 1, while he is a TV movie actor with a degree of 0.4.
We can also express that George Clooney is the leading role of Ocean’s Eleven with a degree of 0.4.
Also we can express that a movie producer is a subconcept of artist with a degree of 0.4, as well as a cast
partner is a subrole of friend with a degree of 0.4. This kind of fuzzy specifications cannot be defined
in f-SPARQL. Additionally, connectives coming from standard fuzzy logics (i.e., Łukasiewicz, Product
and Gödel logics) and fuzzy aggregators (i.e., MEAN, WSUM, WMIN and WMAX) cannot be used in
f-SPARQL. Our language has also greater expressivity power than FSAQL [7] enabling the use of fuzzy
connectives and (aggregation) operators.
With regard to data, RDF data has been equipped with truth values associated to concept membership,
role fulfilling, subconcept relationships and subrole relationships. Thus, our data model is similar to the
FSAQL data model. We have adopted a simple data model, but it has several advantages. Firstly, the data
model has a RDF/XML serialization which is compatible with Protégé [15] and other ontology tools, and
also fuzzy data can be edited and partially debugged 7 (via ontology reasoners) with Protégé. The fuzzy
OWL 2 proposal of [10] uses OWL annotations to specify fuzzy data, and the RDF/XML serialization is
compatible with Protégé but, since editing is not supported by Protégé, a plugin must be used.8 In the
case of [24], the RDF/OWL serialization is not compatible with Protégé. Secondly, SPARQL queries
(and FSA-SPARQL queries) can be easily expressed against our data model. The authors of [10] have not
still studied how to use SPARQL for expressing queries against their fuzzy OWL 2 proposal. The authors
are mainly concerned at using a fuzzy DL reasoner on fuzzy OWL 2 data. Fuzzy OWL annotations,
which are essentially XML annotations, make harder the specification of queries with SPARQL. This
is the main reason we have not adopted the fuzzy OWL 2 proposal. While fuzzy OWL 2 offers a wide
range of mechanisms to describe fuzzy data, our approach is restricted to truth values (real numbers of
the [0,1] interval) associated to rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf axioms, as well as to
object/data property relationships. Our proposal is also inspired by [11], where authors introduce fuzzy
sets and aggregators in DL. However, our work is focused on extending SPARQL with fuzzy aggregators,
in such a way that the user can play with them to express preferences.
We have developed a Web tool9 from which FSA-SPARQL can be executed on-line. The implementation of FSA-SPARQL has been carried out on top of ARQ Apache Jena engine.10 On the one
hand, fuzzy connectives and operators have been incorporated to ARQ Jena using the Expression Functions mechanism. On the other hand, FSA-SPARQL queries are translated into crisp SPARQL enriched
by fuzzy connectives and operators. In order to provide semantics to FSA-SPARQL we will define a
mapping from FSA-SPARQL to (pure) crisp SPARQL.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 motivates the framework with some examples. In
Section 3 we describe the extension of RDF to cover fuzziness. Section 4 presents FSA-SPARQL and its
semantics based on a FSA-SPARQL to crisp SPARQL transformation as well as the developed Web tool
to execute FSA-SPARQL queries on-line. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude and present future work.

7 Current

crisp (non-fuzzy) OWL reasoners can be used to partially debug our fuzzy RDF, while a more complete and
sophisticated mechanism is out of the scope of the paper, and it is considered as future work.
8 http://www.umbertostraccia.it/cs/software/FuzzyOWL/
9 http://minerva.ual.es:8080/FSASPARQL
10 https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/index.html
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Motivation

Fuzzy sets and aggregators can be used to express fuzzy SPARQL queries as follows. Firstly, Boolean
connectives can be replaced by Product, Łukasiewicz and Gödel conjunctions and disjunctions. Secondly, fuzzy (binary) aggregators (i.e., MEAN, WSUM (Weighted sum), WMIN (Weighted minimum)
and WMAX (Weighted maximum)) can be used to express user preferences. Finally, fuzzy operators
(i.e., VERY, MORE_OR_LESS, CLOSE_TO, AT_MOST and AT_LEAST) can be used to play with fuzzy
values. For instance, the following FSA-SPARQL query:
SELECT ?Name ?Rank
WHERE {
?Movie movie:name ?Name .
?Movie movie:leading_role (?Actor ?l) .
?Actor movie:name "George Clooney".
{?Movie f:type (movie:Thriller ?c)} UNION
{?Movie f:type (movie:Comedy ?c)} .
?Movie f:type (movie:Good ?r) .
BIND(f:OR_GOD(f:AND_LUK(?r,?l),?c) as ?Rank)
}
ORDERBY DESC(?Rank)

expresses: “Retrieve good thriller/comedy movies in which George Clooney is the leading role”. Here,
we can see the main differences between crisp SPARQL and FSA-SPARQL. Firstly, triple patterns can
have an associated truth degree. For instance, ?Movie movie:leading_role (?Actor ?l), is a triple pattern
in which ?l represents the truth degree associated to the object property leading_role. It means that the
degree in which ?Actor is the leading_role of the movie ?Movie is ?l. The same thing happens with
the triple patterns ?Movie f:type (movie:Thriller,?c) and ?Movie f:type (movie:Good,?r) but here, ?c and
?r represent the degree in which the ?Movie is a “Thriller”, and “Good”, respectively. Now, fuzzy
connectives are used to combine fuzzy values. The Łukasiewicz conjunction (and) is used to combine ?r
and ?l, while the Gödel disjunction (or) is used to combine them with ?c.
The following example shows how to give preference to certain answers using several fuzzy operators
and aggregators.
SELECT ?Name ?p ?d
WHERE {
?Hotel hotel:name ?Name .
?Hotel rdf:type hotel:Hotel .
?Hotel hotel:price ?p .
?Hotel f:type (hotel:Good ?g) .
?Hotel f:type (hotel:Elegant ?e) .
BIND(f:WSUM(0.1,f:MEAN(f:MORE_OR_LESS(?e),
f:VERY(?g)),0.9,f:CLOSE_TO(?p,100,50)) as ?d)
}

Here, we plan to retrieve hotels being very good and more or less elegant, with a price around 100 dollars,
but giving much more relevance to the price. To express preferences the fuzzy aggregator WSUM is
used. In this case 0.1 to elegance and quality versus 0.9 to price. Additionally, VERY is used to qualify
the degree associated to “Good”, while MORE_OR_LESS is used to qualify the degree associated to
“Elegant”. The aggregator MEAN is used to combine both degrees. Finally, a fuzzy operator CLOSE_TO
is used to approximate prices to 100 dollars. Let us remark that neither f-SPARQL nor FSAQL are able
to express the previous two queries.
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5

Fuzzy RDF for FSA-SPARQL

As commented in the introduction section, our fuzzy version of RDF is able to assign truth degrees to
concept membership, role fulfilling, subconcept and subrole relationships. This is the same case as fuzzy
OWL 2 [10], but in our case the truth degree is a value of the [0,1] interval, while in fuzzy OWL 2 the
truth degrees can be assigned by a function.
With this small RDF extension we are able to express vague and imprecise knowledge about membership relationships. We can define a set of fuzzy concepts, for instance, Excellent, Good, Average and
Low, and we can state the membership of a certain individual to this set of concepts. Each membership
relationship has an associated truth degree. For instance, Ocean’s Eleven movie can be stated as member
of Excellent with a degree 0.4, and the same for Good, Average and Low. The set of fuzzy concepts are
RDF concepts (i.e., classes) and they can be defined using Protégé tool. The question now is how to
assign Ocean’s Eleven to each concept and how to state truth degrees. With this aim, a fuzzy vocabulary
(whose namespace is f) has been defined including an object property f:type and a data property called
f:truth. Additionally, an (artificial) individual is created for each pair (concept, truth degree). In the
example, an (artificial) individual i is created for (Excellent, 0.4). Now, the following triples are declared
in order to assign Ocean’s Eleven to (Excellent, 0.4): (Ocean’s Eleven f:type i), (i rdf:type Excellent)
and (i f:truth 0.4). In order to assign another concept to the same movie, a new individual i’ has to be
considered and the same procedure must be followed: (Ocean’s Eleven f:type i’), (i’ rdf:type Good) and
(i’ f:truth 0.5).
In the case of role fulfilling, let us suppose that leading_role is a fuzzy role and we are interested
in stating different truth degrees to each actor of a movie. In this case, a new element of the fuzzy
vocabulary is introduced called f:item. Let us suppose the movie Ocean’s Eleven where Brad Pitt and
George Clooney can be considered leading roles in a degree of 0.5. In this case, two (artificial) individuals
b and g are used in the following triples: (Ocean’s Eleven leading_role g), (Ocean’s Eleven leading_role
b), (g f:item George Clooney), (g f:truth 0.5), (b f:item Brad Pitt) and (b f:truth 0.5).
In the case of rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf instead of artificial individuals, artificial concepts/individuals and roles/individuals are created. For instance, if cast member is a subrole of friend
with a degree of 0.4, then (cast member f:subPropertyOf p), (p rdfs:subPropertyOf friend) and (p f:truth
0.4) are created, where p is the artificial role/individual.11 Thus the fuzzy vocabulary also includes
f:subClassOf and f:subPropertyOf.
This RDF based representation is fully compatible with Protégé, and it can be edited. Additionally,
FSA-SPARQL queries can be easily translated into crisp SPARQL assuming this representation of fuzzy
data. The translation will be defined in Section 4.

4

FSA-SPARQL Query Language

FSA-SPARQL language is an extension of crisp SPARQL in which triple patterns subject-propertyobject: s p (o t) are allowed. Thus, objects in triple patterns can be a pair12 of elements. o represents
the original object and t the truth degree. Crisp SPARQL is a sublanguage of FSA-SPARQL and thus
triple patterns can still be s p o. Not all the predicates have to be fuzzy. For instance, in the previous
examples name is not a fuzzy predicate. Additionally, the set of predicates is extended with fuzzy
11 Let
12 A

us remark that p here plays the role of both property and individual.
pair can be handled in standard SPARQL by using RDF lists.
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AND_PROD(x, y) = x ∗ y
AND_GOD(x, y) = min(x, y)
AND_LUK(x, y) = max(x + y − 1, 0)
x+y
MEAN(x, y) = 2
WMAX(w, x, u, y) = max(min(w, x), min(u, y))
VERY(x) = x2
CLOSE_TO(x, l, α) =

1
2
1+( x−l
α )

OR_PROD(x, y) = x + y − x ∗ y
OR_GOD(x, y) = max(x, y)
OR_LUK(x, y) = min(x + y, 1)
WSUM(w, x, u, y) = w ∗ x + u ∗ y
WMIN(w, x, u, y) = min(max(1 − w, x), max(1 − u, y))
√
MORE_OR_LESS
(x) = x



AT_LEAST(x, l, α) =

0

x−α
 l−α

1

if x ≤ α
if x ≤ l
1
if α < x < l AT_MOST(x, l, α) = α−x
if l < x < α
 α−l
if x ≥ l
0
if x ≥ α

Figure 1: FSA-SPARQL connectives and operators
versions of RDF/RDFS elements f:type, f:subClassOf and f:subPropertyOf. The set of fuzzy connectives
and operators in FSA-SPARQL is defined in Figure 1.

4.1

Examples

Now, we would like to show some examples of FSA-SPARQL in order to explain how the user can express preferences by using different fuzzy connectives and operators.
Example 1 In this example, we will be mainly concerned with the combination of different conjunctive
and disjunctive connectives coming from quite standard fuzzy logics. Adjectives like pessimistic, realistic and optimist are sometimes applied to the Łukasiewicz, Product and Gödel fuzzy logics, respectively,
since conjunctions satisfy that, for any pair of real numbers x and y in [0, 1], we have:
0 ≤ AND_LUK(x, y) ≤AND_PROD(x, y) ≤ AND_GOD(x, y) ≤ 1
In contrast, the contrary holds for the disjunction operations:
0 ≤ OR_GOD(x, y) ≤OR_PROD(x, y) ≤ OR_LUK(x, y) ≤ 1
Note that it is more difficult to satisfy a condition based on a pessimistic conjunction/disjunction (i.e, inspired by the Łukasiewicz and Gödel fuzzy logics, respectively) than with Product logic based operators,
while the optimistic versions of such connectives are less restrictive, obtaining greater truth degrees on
answers. This is a consequence of the following chain of inequalities:
0 ≤ AND_LUK(x, y) ≤AND_PROD(x, y) ≤ AND_GOD(x, y) ≤
≤ OR_GOD(x, y) ≤OR_PROD(x, y) ≤ OR_LUK(x, y) ≤ 1
The following query is quite similar to the first one seen in Section 2, since we are looking again
for good thriller/comedy movies in which George Clooney be the leading role. Here, ?l represents the
degree in which ?Actor is the leading_role of the movie ?Movie, while ?c and ?r represent the degree in
which the ?Movie is a “Thriller”, and “Good”, respectively. Now, we can opt among several options if
we plan to use a conjunction connective to combine ?r and ?l, following with a disjunctive operator to
combine them with ?c, and finally assigning the returned truth degree to variable ?Rank. Initially, let us
collect both connectives from the Product logic, which represent the intermediate case:
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SELECT ?Name ?Rank
WHERE {
?Movie movie:name ?Name .
?Movie movie:leading_role (?Actor ?l) .
?Actor movie:name "George Clooney".
?Movie f:type (movie:Thriller ?c) .
?Movie f:type (movie:Good ?r) .
BIND(f:OR_PROD(f:AND_PROD(?r,?l),?c)
as ?Rank) .
FILTER (?Rank > 0.7)
}

The condition “f:OR_PROD(f:AND_PROD(?r,?l),?c)” is satisfied by the following three films with their
associated degrees:
The Descendants ⇒ 0.70
Ocean’s Eleven ⇒ 0.760
The American ⇒ 0.96
where George Clooney is the leading role with a degree of 1 in The Descendants and The American,
and with 0.5 in Ocean’s Eleven, The Descendants is a thriller in a degree of 0.4, and is a comedy in a
degree of 0.4, Ocean’s Eleven is a thriller in a degree of 0.7, and is a comedy in a degree of 0.9, and
finally, The American is a thriller in a degree of 0.9, and a comedy in a degree of 0.1.
The same sequence of movies is reported by the pessimistic version of the condition, that is “f:OR_GOD (f:AND_LUK (?r,?l),?c)”, but reducing the truth degrees to 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, respectively, while
the optimistic version “f:OR_LUK(f:AND_GOD(?r,?l),?c)” would assign higher degrees to the films,
i.e., 0.9, 1 and 1, respectively.
Finally, by simply adding the command “FILTER (?Rank > 0.7)” at the end of such queries, the
system would simply generate one answer in the pessimistic case (The American ⇒ 0.9), two results in
the intermediate case (Ocean’s Eleven ⇒ 0.760 and The American ⇒ 0.96) and the three films in the
optimistic case (The Descendants ⇒ 0.9, Ocean’s Eleven ⇒ 1, and The American ⇒ 1).
Example 2. Consider now the following query also illustrated in Section 2:
SELECT ?Name ?p ?d
WHERE {
?Hotel hotel:name ?Name .
?Hotel rdf:type hotel:Hotel .
?Hotel hotel:price ?p .
?Hotel f:type (hotel:Good ?g) .
?Hotel f:type (hotel:Elegant ?e) .
BIND(f:WSUM(0.1,f:MEAN(f:MORE_OR_LESS(?e),
f:VERY(?g)),0.9,f:CLOSE_TO(?p,100,50)) as ?d)

Here, we work with variables containing crisp values like ?p, which refers to the exact price of a given
hotel, and other ones with a fuzzy taste (i.e., their values are real numbers in [0, 1]) like ?g and ?e
informing about the degree in which each hotel is good and elegant, respectively. Moreover, the following
combination of such values is assigned to variable ?d (which is reported preceded by the name and the
price of the corresponding hotel on each answer):
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• Firstly, we apply the also called linguistic modifiers “MORE_OR_LESS” and “VERY” to ?e and
?g, in order to respectively increase and decrease these values.
• The fuzzy operator “CLOSE_TO” is useful for modulating the degree in which a given price ?p
belongs to a fuzzy set whose membership function assigns the maximum value (1) to prices non greater
than 100 dollars, and next, such degree linearly decreases until 0 for prices between 100 and 150 dollars.
• Finally, we use a couple of fuzzy aggregators for expressing two versions of the notion of average:
the classical one (denoted by “MEAN”) and a weighted variant (represented by “WSUM”). The high
flexibility of this last version is very useful for expressing preferences since, in our particular example,
we establish that the price of the hotel is 9 times more important than the concrete combination of ?e and
?g.
Let us remark once again that neither f-SPARQL nor FSAQL have enough expressive power to qualify (“VERY”,“MORE_OR_LESS”), modulate (“CLOSE_TO”) and establish preferences (“WSUM”) as
done in this query.

4.2

FSA-SPARQL to Crisp SPARQL

Now, we will present the transformation of FSA-SPARQL to crisp SPARQL. This transformation makes
possible to run FSA-SPARQL queries in any crisp SPARQL implementation. Also, it provides a semantics to the language. The transformation consists of two parts. Firstly, “fuzzy” triple patterns have to be
transformed into a set of “crisp” triple patterns. The transformation is as follows.
(1) (s p (o t))
(2) (s f:type (o t))
(3) (s f:subClassOf (o t))

(4) (s f:subPropertyOf (o t))

→ (s p ?x) (?x f:item o)
(?x f:truth t)
→ (s f:type ?x)
(?x rdf:type o) (?x f:truth t)
→ (s f:subClassOf ?x)
(?x rdfs:subClassOf o)
(?x f:truth t)
→ (s f:subPropertyOf ?x)
(?x rdfs:subPropertyOf o)
(?x f:truth t)

Secondly, each fuzzy operator and connective has to be translated into the corresponding SPARQL
formula using SPARQL numeric operators (i.e., *,+,-,/, sqrt, pow) as well as the if operator. Unfortunately, SPARQL is not equipped with max and min operators, and thus max(x, y) must be replaced by
i f (x >= y, x, y) and min(x, y) by i f (x > y, y, x).
For instance, the query:
SELECT ?Name ?Rank
WHERE {
?Movie movie:name ?Name .
?Movie movie:leading_role (?Actor ?l) .
?Actor movie:name "George Clooney".
?Movie f:type (movie:Thriller ?c) .
?Movie f:type (movie:Good ?r) .
BIND(f:OR_GOD(f:AND_LUK(?r,?l),?c) as ?Rank)
}
ORDERBY DESC(?Rank)

is translated into crisp SPARQL as follows:
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Figure 2: Web Tool for FSA-SPARQL

SELECT ?Name ?Rank
WHERE {
?Movie movie:name ?Name .
?Movie movie:leading_role ?x .
?x f:item ?Actor . ?x f:truth ?l .
?Actor movie:name "George Clooney".
?Movie f:type ? y . ?y rdf:type movie:Thriller .
?y f:truth ?c .?Movie f:type ?z .
?z rdf:type movie:Good . ?z f:truth ?r .
BIND(if(if(?r>=?l,?r,?l)>=?c,
if(?r>=?l,?r,?l),?c) as ?Rank)
}
ORDERBY DESC(?Rank)

We have developed a Web tool: http://minerva.ual.es:8080/FSASPARQL from which FSASPARQL queries can be executed on-line. The tool includes examples to be run (including the ones
shown in the paper). An ontology is loaded for each example and users can manually modify the ontology
as well as the query. The ontology can be also edited with the Protégé tool and copied/pasted into the
ontology input text area. A capture of the Web tool is shown in Figure 2.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an extension of SPARQL to query fuzzy data. The extension is able
to express fuzzy queries making use of fuzzy connectives and (aggregation) operators. Fuzzy data are
modeled by fuzzy RDF axioms. We have provided semantics to the extension by translating the fuzzy
version into the crisp one. A Web tool has been developed for enabling the on-line execution of queries.
As future work we plan the following research lines. Firstly, we would like to work on mechanisms
for debugging fuzzy data. While Protégé can be used for editing fuzzy data, we have that checking
completeness (for instance, truth values should be assigned to each fuzzy axiom) and consistency (for
instance, the sum of truth values should be equal to one) of data is not still possible. Secondly, we
also plan to automatically generate an ontology with truth degrees from Linked Open Data resources.
Unfortunately, fuzzy RDF data are not easy to find on the Web, and thus some mechanism should be
established to fuzzify RDF data. Finally, the type of axioms handled by FSA-SPARQL can be extended
allowing OWL axioms (equivalence, disjointness, same as, different from, etc.,).
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